This paper investigates performance of nonparametric kernel regression and its associated bandwidth selection for dependent observations. For short range dependent observations, it is shown that the convergence rate of asymptotic normality and the strong uniform convergence rate (SUCR) of the kernel estimator are of the same orders as those given for the case of independent observations. Also, Mallows' criterion is adjusted to correct for the effect of dependence on bandwidth selection. The bandwidth produced by modified Mallows' criterion is analyzed by a central limit theorem. The convergence rate of the bandwidth is of the same order as that given for the case of independent observations. On the other hand, for long range dependent observations, the SUCR of the kernel estimator could be slower or faster than that given for the case of independent observations, depending on the dependence structure.
Introduction
Nonparametric regression is a smoothing method for recovering the regression function from noisy data. The simplest and most widely used regression smoother is the kernel estimator which is the local weighted average of the responses. The weights assigned to the observations are derived from a given function called the kernel function. The width of the neighborhood in which averaging is performed is called the bandwidth or smoothing parameter. It controls the smoothness of the resulting kernel estimate of the regression function. For asymptotic properties of the kernel estimator in the case of independent observations, see the monographs by Eubank (1988) , Mueller (198S) , and Haerdle (1990 Haerdle ( , 1991 . For bandwidth selection in this regression setting, see, for example, Marron ( 1988) ) a survey paper, and the references given therein. For the asymptotic equivalence between some popular bandwidth selectors, including cross-validation and Mallows' criterion, see also Rice ( 1984) and Haerdle, Hall and Marron ( 1988) .
The performance of the kernel estimator and that of the bandwidth selectors designed for independent observations are affected when the observations are dependent. If the covariante function y satisfies CT= _ _ y(k) = a or CT= _ ic y(k) < ~1, then the optimal weak pointwise convergence rate of a general regression function estimator, in the sense of minimaxity, is slower than or equal to that given for the case of independent observations, respectively. The optimal weak pointwise convergence rates in both the dependent and independent cases are achieved by the kernel estimator. For these, see Hall and Hart ( 1990) .
Other effects of dependence on the performance of the kernel estimator are also discussed, for example, by Hart and Wehrly ( 1986) , Hart ( 1991) and Truong ( 1991) . In this paper, we shall study the strong uniform convergence rates (SUCR) of the kernel estimator for both short range and long range dependent observations. For definitions of short range and long range dependent observations, see, for example, Section 12.4 of Brockwell and Davis (1987) . Section 3 shows that the convergence rate of asymptotic normality and the SUCR of the kernel estimator for short range dependent observations are of the same orders as those given in Mueller (1988) , Cheng and Lin (1981a,b) , and Stadtmueller (1986) for the case of independent observations. Section 3 also gives the order of SUCR of the kernel estimator for long range dependent observations. This order of SUCR reveals some significantly different characteristics. For some cases of long range dependent observations, the SUCR are of smaller order, while for other cases the reverse result applies.
We now briefly describe the effect of dependence on bandwidth selection. If the observations are positively correlated, then cross-validation will produce small bandwidths which result in rough kernel estimates of the regression function. On the other hand, if the observations are negatively correlated, then cross-validation will produce large bandwidths which result in oversmooth kernel estimates of the regression function. See, for example, Hart and Wehrly ( 1986) , Chiu ( 1989) ) Diggle and Hutchinson ( 1989) ) Altman ( 1990) , Chu and Matron ( 1991) and Hart ( 1991) for a detailed discussion.
To correct for the effect of dependence, we use modified Mallows' criterion (MMC) to select the bandwidth. For short range dependent observations, Chiu ( 1986) , Altman ( 1990) , and Hart ( 1991) give interesting results on applications of this method to various settings. Section 4 contains a central limit theorem (CLT) for the bandwidth produced by MMC. The convergence rate of this bandwidth to the optimal bandwidth is of the same order as that given in Haerdle, Hall and Marron (1988) for the case of independent observations. Here the optimal bandwidth is taken as the minimizer of the risk function. This CLT is derived by the same idea of Chiu ( 1989 Chiu ( , 1990 . We extend Chiu's results to a more general covariance structure.
When short range and long range dependent observations are considered in nonparamagnetic regression, covenient dependence structures for analysis are the classes of ARMA and fractionally differenced ARIMA processes in time series analysis, respectively. Section 2 describes the regression settings. Section 3 gives the asymptotic properties of the kernel estimator. Section 4 contains the precise formulation of MMC and the asymptotic behaviors of the bandwidth produced by MMC. Based on the linear structures of ARMA and fractionally differenced ARIMA processes, the results obtained in this paper could be extended directly to more general dependence structures. Finally, sketches of the proofs are given in Section 5.
Regression settings
In this paper, the equally spaced fixed design nonparametric regression with dependent observations is considered. The regression model is given by r, =m(xj) f&j) (2.1)
Here m is the regression function, xJ are equally spaced fixed design points, i.e. xi = j/n, and &I are regression errors. If the observations Y, are of short range dependence or of long range dependence, then the regression errors cj are assumed to be an unknown causal ARMA or an unknown fractionally differenced ARIMA process, respectively. In this model, the design points become closer together as the sample size increases, but the error process remains the same.
To estimate the regression function m, the kernel estimator introduced by Priestley and Chao ( 1972) is considered. Given a kernel function K and a bandwidth h, for 0 <x < 1, the Priestley-Chao estimator is defined by
./h). The asymptotic properties of k(x). for XE [0, 11, will be studied in Section 3.
The optimal bandwidth hR is taken as the minimizer of the risk function
where ti(x,) are kernel estimators of m(xj). In practice, the value of h, is not available because the quantity depends on the unknown regression function m and the unknown dependence structure of the regression errors cj. Since the value of h, cannot be calculated, MMC is used to provide an estimate of 12,. The precise formulation of MMC and the asymptotic behaviors of its associated bandwidth estimate will be given in Section 4.
To eliminate boundary effects on the kernel estimator, the 'circular design' is considered in this paper. For a detailed discussion of boundary effects on the kernel estimator, see, for example, Section 4.3 of Mueller ( 1988) and Section 4.4 of Haerdle ( 1990) . The circular design means that the regression function is assumed to be a periodic function and the kernel estimator is obtained by applying the kernel function on the extended observations f,+ nk at the design points xi+ nk = (j + nk) In, where pj+ nk = Y, for j = 0, 1,. , ., n and all integers k. This circular design also makes possible the use of Fourier analysis. For a detailed discussion of the circular design, see, for example, Rice ( 1984) and Chiu ( 1989 Chiu ( , 1990 .
Asymptotic properties of the kernel estimator
In this section, given the regression model (2.1)) we shall study the asymptotic properties of ti( X) , for x E [ 0, 11. For these, in addition to the assumptions given in Section 2, we add the following ones:
(A I ) The periodic regression function m has two continuous derivatives and satisfies the conditions m (0) = m ( 1) and m ( ' ) (0) = m ( ' ' ( 1) . Here and throughout this paper, the notation f (j' denotes the jth derivative of the given function f.
(A2) The kernel function K is a square integrable, Lipschitz continuous, and symmetric probability density function with compact support contained in the interval [ -1, I].
(A3) The value of h is selected on the interval H, = [ (~,n P'-th, ctzn -^I, where the positive constants (Y, and A are arbitrarily small, CQ large, and n = 1,2,. . .
(A4) The total number of observations in this regression setting is n, with n + 00. (A5) The regression errors 4 are either the causal ARMA( I_L, u) or the fractionally differenced ARIMA( 0, d, 0) process. These two processes are obtained from ui and e, by applications of the causal linear filters given in (3.1.15) and ( 12.4.5) of Brockwell and Davis ( 1987) , respectively. Here the values of 1, V, and d are unknown, -i <d < f, and d # 0. The random variables ui are independent and identically distributed with mean 0 and with the 7th moment finite, for some ~>2. The same conditions on ui apply to e, except that the parameter r is replaced by p. Theorem 3.1 which is shown in Section 5 gives the asymptotic normality of 2(x) for the causal ARMA process of E, and the SUCR of g(x) for the two cases of cj in (A5). To state this theorem, we need the following notation. Let Pn be a sequence of positive real numbers diverging to x, log denote the natural logarithm, r a positive constant, and I= ( dz. For the causal ARMA process of E,, by (3.2), different combination of the values of h and 7 in (i) through (iii) gives different SUCR of s(x). Given the values of h and r as ones in (3.3) ) the maximum value of r in (3.2) is arrived at and is shown in (3.3). The same remarks apply to (3.4) and (3.5) for the fractionally differenced ARIMA process of 4. (3.4) rE[o.ll Ifh=c, c, >O, 
) .rt to.11 + 0 with probability one .
We now close this section with the following remarks. Remark 3.2. For the short range dependent observations, by (3.1), (3.3), and through modifications of the proof of Theorem 3 of Cheng and Lin ( 198 1 a) , the convergence rate of asymptotic normality and the SUCR of h(x) are of the same orders as those given in Cheng and Lin ( 1981a,b) , Stadtmueller ( 1986) , and Mueller ( 1988) for the case of independent observations. Consider each of the three cases that (nh) "2b,(~) + 0, constant, and to, as n + x, for XE [ 0, 11. Here the notation b,,(x) denotes the bias of G(x). It is defined in Section 5. For the first two cases, using the results and (3.1), through a straightforward calculation, we have
where p denotes 0 and the constant, respectively. If the unknown factors in /3 and G can be estimated with the convergence rates faster than (nh) ~ I", then, combining the results with (3.6), the asymptotic confidence interval of m(x) is available. However, in the last case, (ah) "2(&(x) -m(x) ) does not have a Gaussian limit. On the other hand, the order of SUCR of g(x) given in (3.5) for the long range dependent observations reveals some significantly different characteristics. The convergence rate could be faster or slower, depending on whether -i < d < 0 or 0 < d < 1, respectively. 
Bandwidth selection
In this section, we shall give the precise formulation of MMC and study the asymptotic behaviors of the bandwidth produced by MMC when the regression errors E, are the causal ARMA process in (A5). For these, in addition to the assumptions given in Section 2 and (A 1) through (A5), we add the following ones:
(A6) The second derivative m"' of m satisfies 0 < 1:) ( mt2)) ' < ~0.
(A7) The kernel function K has a second derivative which is of bounded variation.
(A8) The regression errors gj are the causal ARMA process in (A5) and the random variables ui in (A.5) have all moments finite.
(A9) The covariance function y satisfies 0 < CT= _ co y(k) < 00.
(AIO) The value of h is selected on the interval T, = [(Y+ _ I", cqn -"5], where the positive constant LYE is arbitrarily small, cr, large, and n = 1, 2,. . . .
We now give the formulation of MMC. Under the above assumptions, through a straightforward calculation, the optimal bandwidth h, can be asymptotically expressed as where Using the above assumptions and subtracting and adding the terms 5 in (2.2)) through a straightforward calculation, R(h) can be asymptotically expressed as 
+2n-'h-'K(O) 2 y(k)-y(O) . (4.1) )r=-z
However, k(i(h) cannot be used in practice since it depends on the unknown factors CT= __ y(k) and y(0). A natural procedure is to replace these unknown factors by their corresponding estimates. When the orders p and v of the causal ARMA process of the regression errors .zj in (A5) are known, based on Theorem 1 of Chiu ( 1989) , asymptotically unbiased estimators of these quantities can be constructed with the convergence rate n -'12. In application, /1 and u are typically unknown. We propose to estimate the quantity Cr= _ 75 y(k) as follows.
Based on the assumptions given in Section 2, (Al ) through (AlO), and the idea given in Truong ( 199 I ) , it is shown in Section 5 that, for any nonnegative integer 4, n"'(%(O), %(l)r..,> &h(q)) *N((y(O), y(l),...,
2)
where the covariance matrix Q is the one given in Proposition 7.3.3 of Brockwell and Davis (1987) . Here yh(k) =n-'C;z~ i;i;+k and i; = Yj-A(x,) for all j and k. For estimation of y(k) , see Altman ( 1990) for another approach. Since y(k) are geometrically bounded, we may estimate Cr= _ m y(k) by C , kI <M $,( k) . Here the magnitude of M is of order log 12.
It is shown in Section 5 that
Combining the result of (4.3) with the facts that y( 0) in (4.1) is independent of h and the error caused by replacing CT= _ ;. y(k) in (4.1) with C ,k, iM $&h(k) is negligible when compared with the magnitude of R(h) , MMC is defined by
Let & * be the minimizer of i? *(h) . The limiting distribution of fi * is given in the following Theorem 4.1 which is shown in Section 5. We now close this section with the following remarks. where
The proof of (4.4) is given in Section 5. Here the subindex T stands for Young Truong since he pointed out this relation between h, and h, to the second author. If the maximum value of the kernel function K occurs at the point 0, then C, > 4"5 > 1.3. Based on (4.4)) to estimate y(k) by qh(k), the bandwidth plugged into Th(k) should be larger than that used for estimating the regression function m(x), Remark 4.2. The convergence rate of h^ * to hR is of the same order as that given in Haerdle, Hall and Marron ( 1988) Remark 4.4. The bandwidth selectors of Chiu ( 1989) and Hart ( 199 1) are modifications of Mallows' criterion. Based on the parametric model of the spectral density of cj, Chiu and Hart propose methods to estimate the unknown factors of this criterion. If their estimates of the unknown factors converge to the true values with a rate n -I'* (or somewhat slower than n P"2 ), then the limiting distributions of their bandwidth estimates are the same as that of 6 *. However, if the underlying model of the spectral density of &i is incorrect, then their methods cannot be expected to perform as well as MMC. Finally, with the results given in Remark 4.3, we extend Chiu's and Hart's results to a more general dependence structure.
Sketches of the proofs
The following notation and results will be used in this section. Let X,, = o,(p,,) mean that 1 X,,lp,, 1 + 0 with probability one, as n + ~3. Let
Based on the Lipschitz continuity of K, the periodicity of m, and the uniform continuity of m(*), through a straightforward calculation, the bias b,(x) of k(x) can be asymptotically is complete. The proofs of (3.2) through (3.5) are omitted since they are essentially the same as that of Theorem 3 of Cheng and Lin ( 1981a) . This completes the proof of DZk=n- ' C F,+k[Un(Xj) +b,r(xj)l > ,, = 0 D,k="- ' C E,[un(xj+k) +brz ( I . ,=o Using (5.3) of Chu and Matron (1991) and (7.3.5) of Brockwell and Davis (1987) , through a straightforward calculation,
np ' C &j+kUn(Ti) )I =() (n -55 -2) , = 0 and ,t -k 2 E C ' C &j+kbn(X,) )I
=O(n_'h4). j=O
Combining these results with the fact that the value of h is of order y1 -l/5, DTk= O, (n -"') . The same result applies to Dxk. Based on the circular design and the result of (3.3),D4k=o,(n-4'5(~,,~logn)2).Hence~~(k)=D,k+o,(n-"2).Combiningthisresult with Proposition 7.3.3 of Brockwell and Davis (1987), (4.2) follows. This ends the proof. q
